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I'd been gone for a year, incarcerated in a Hidden prison. The verdict was guilty, punishment

death.Invoking the Law, I've got my freedom until my sentence is carried out. Three days then I'm

history. Gone, not even a memory. Wiped from the collective consciousness of those that knew,

even loved me.Magic drives me on as I try to right so many wrongs committed in the name of

justice.The vamps are mad, everyone's acting weird, I've got to clear my name, and nobody seems

to believe I don't know what to do. Panic makes me act irrationally as the hours slip away and I

become increasingly frantic.If it wasn't for Kate, and the need to help my nearest and dearest, I'd

have let the Council put me out of my misery. But I'm alive, and I uncover information that ensures

I'll do whatever it takes to remain that way. I just have to avoid getting crushed, bitten, beaten,

eaten, or zapped with the dark arts.I should have stayed in prison. At least in there nobody tried to

stomp me.
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Absolutely fantastic series, I have read the first four, and am looking forward to the fifth. The stories

are fast paced, exciting and fully thought out. The characters are complex, believable and engaging.



I hope this series continues along its excellent path.

Faz Pound, aka Black Spark, has spent a year incarceratedâ€”accused of killing a faeâ€”before

being brought before the Council of Hidden and condemned to die. Under Council protocols,

heâ€™s allowed his freedom during the three days leading up to his execution. Faz is determined

during that brief spell of freedom to prove his innocence, but a powerful force, one able to control

the minds and actions of others, is just as determined to see him die.Guilty Spark by Al K. Line is

book four in the Dark Enforcer series, and it continues in the same vein as those that came before it.

Blood-curdling action and biting humor (considering the number of vampires in these stories, that

pun is intended) fly at you from page one like gnats in a barn. Despite his other-worldly origins, you

canâ€™t help but sympathize with Faz as he deals with one seemingly insurmountable problem

after another: his vampire girlfriend, Kate, in his absence has gone to the dark side, and he has an

invincible giant coming to kill him. Just another day in the life of an enforcer; except this could be his

last dayâ€”ever.Seldom do books about the supernatural manage to scare the crap out of you at the

same time they have you laughing hard enough to wet your pants, but the author has managed to

do it quite capably. Heâ€™s managed to make the non-human and inhuman characters that

populate this story all too human. After reading this one, youâ€™ll check your closets every night

before you go to bed, just to be sure.I received an advanced review copy of this book in exchange

for my unbiased review. I have yet to read, New Spark, book 3 in the series, but the nice thing about

this series is that each one can be read as a stand-alone story. I have that one teed up for the

coming weekend, and Iâ€™m almost hoping for a thunderstorm to provide the sound effects as I

read it.

Faz Spark has been thrown in jail for murder, and he has languished there for a year, awaiting

sentencing. Now, he's been found guilty, and he has three days free of jail to get his life in order

before being put to death. That's not how he's going to spend it. Faz knows he didn't commit the

murder and that something strange is going on because memories of the event have been altered.

Add to trying to prove himself innocent, while Faz was in jail, Rikka was told to step down from the

council and Grandma has been put in charge in his place. Now, Rikka has a hit out on him, and he

needs Spark to stop the hit and to help him get his place back. Between proving his innocence and

helping Rikka, will Spark be able to do everything he needs to to keep from being executed? Or will

his hidden enemies finally get to him?I've come to really enjoy Faz Spark's snarky humor and all

around fun outlook on life. This character is very interesting, and the unique way the magic world



works in these books really appeal to me. The writing continues to be great and I'm really looking

forward to the next book which, if I read the end of this book right, will be Faz's fight with the person

who killed his parents. That's been a long time coming. The only thing that I didn't like about this

book was the person behind all of the trouble. I would be willing to say, though, it could have been

me in not seeing the clues. I can't say too much about this because I don't want to give anything

away. Don't be turned off by this, however, because this book was still a true delight to read and I'm

really looking forward to the rest of the series. Faz's new addition should be interesting to find about,

as well. Great book (and series) and I highly recommend it!Thanks to the author for the free e-book

in exchange for an honest review. This exact review will be posted on both  and Goodreads.

Kudos to the author for providing an intense and satisfying addition to the Black Spark series! I read

through this book in a few days and could barely put it down to go to work and sleep. .Firstly, this

book *moves*! I don't think it's a spoiler to say that Faz is trying to prove his innocence, and that's a

heavy load for anyone to bear, but multiply that by about 1000 to understand the pressure he is

under. I felt callbacks to The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets Nest, Dexter is Dead, and other series

where the protagonist must prove their innocence, however, the major difference with this series

and this particular book is that this is a world of Dark Magic, and being such, mysteries are not so

easy to solve and innocence is a relative concept. You have to know your way around, but it's a bit

hard to think when you don't have time to sleep and are worried about being either running out the

clock with no answers or being stomped to a pulp by an angry giant!It's nice to see the relationship

blossom further with Kate, and to see Faz give country life a try, but really, can he? I think we all

know the answer to that question before even starting the book, but it's nice to wonder. There's just

no way Faz can sit still - he craves the power and the control, no matter the reason he continues to

be an enforcer to keep other hidden in line.I enjoyed the hobs immensely, as I did the giant. It's nice

to see a modern face continue to be put on these otherworldly types. The Hidden Club is always a

treat.This book ultimately is about Faz and his survival. We all can relate to the idea of being

accused of something and wanting to clear our name, but being sentenced to death gives a bit more

motivation to get that straightened out, so that added a lot of suspense to the reading and added

much to the flow.I don't want to spoil book 5, but I'll just say that if you aren't reading this series

already, you are missing out on a wild ride.
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